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Abstract: Research highlights: We used Dijkstra Algorithm (DA) to define optimal allocation of yards
in order to minimize total skid-trail’s distance in the Amazon Forest. DA minimized trails’ distances
and associated transportation costs, leading to an even smaller value when the current planning was
disregarded and suggesting the reduction of deleterious environmental externalities. Background
and objectives: We sought to answer if it is possible to optimize distances and intrinsic costs in the
management of Amazonian forests using DA. The objective was to minimize skid trails distances
by best allocating yards using DA and to compare four scenarios of forest harvest planning in the
Brazilian Amazon. Materials and methods: Tree census data from Gênesis-Salém Farm, state of Pará,
Brazil, were used. The yards and roads located by Grupo Arboris (scenario 1) were compared to three
alternative scenarios in terms of total skid distance, trails and road densities, and skidding costs for
three successive harvests, seeking to minimize total skid-trails’ distance. Alternative scenarios were
to keep the number of yards within work units (WU) and place them in the edge of existing roads
(scenario 2); keep the number of yards within each WU (scenario 3); and place 23 yards, disregarding
the current planning (scenario 4). Results: Total skid-trail’s distance, number of trees above optimal
extraction distance and densities of skid trails and roads were smaller in scenarios 2, 3, and 4,
compared to the current yard allocation (scenario 1). Scenario 4, with fewer restrictions, reduced
skid-trails’ distances by 23%. Harvest costs decreased from scenario 1 to 4 in all three harvest cycles.
Conclusions: DA allowed optimized distribution of yards and skid trails and generated efficient
results for harvest planning. This reinforces the importance of optimized planning, which establishes
satisfactory results in the effort to reduce costs and environmental impact keeping high efficiency.

Keywords: forestry planning; Dijkstra algorithm; reduced impact harvesting

1. Introduction

Tropical forests destined to wood production correspond to more than 400 million hectares in
the world [1,2]. Harvesting these forests is vital for many countries as they generate significant local
and export revenues [3]. In Brazilian Amazon, wood extraction in managed forests is carried out
in reduced impact harvesting system (RIL), aiming continuous wood production and biodiversity
conservation [4,5]. RIL is supported by Law 7803 (1989), which establishes the criteria for wood
harvesting in the Amazon [6]. In RIL, harvest is done by technicians, following a planning that reduces
ecosystem damages caused by tree harvesting, skidding, and storage [7].
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RIL techniques are essential for tropical forest management; however, their planning and
execution need to be improved at various planning scales [8,9]. Currently, some harvest-planning
activities, such as allocation of roads, yards, and skidding trails receives little interest in forestry
planning, even in certified timber companies. In many cases, harvest planning is done empirically,
considering the manager’s experience and available field information to support decision making [10].

Empirical planning is a slow and costly process, and generally leads to poor performance by
examining just few alternatives [11]. This lower performance results in higher harvesting costs and
greater environmental impacts [12]. Once transportation and storage infrastructure accounts for up to
50% of total harvesting costs [13], finding the most suitable alternatives becomes a major concern.

Decisions about spatial arrangement and optimum density of roads, yards, and skid trails are
complex problems due to great species diversity, trees size, forests types, among other factors [13].
Identification of optimal wood transport and storage network is a key element, and modern
optimization techniques can handle this task in a more rational way [10]. In economic terms, the forestry
sector should employ techniques that make harvesting processes more efficient [9].

Several researches were carried out in an attempt to optimize wood transport and storage
networks [14–19]. Geographic information system (GIS) technology has also been successfully
incorporated into forest sector [20]. The Network Analyst extension of ArcGIS® software includes the
Dijkstra algorithm (DA) [21], one of the most efficient algorithms for searching graphs. It can solve
different types of problems, including minimizing or maximizing a mapped pathway [22], but there
are very few studies applying it on skid-trail’s design [12]. We expect DA to be efficient in optimizing
yard allocation, to reduce skid-trails’ distances and costs.

In this study, we used DA algorithm to solve a network design problem, which involves
determining the optimal allocation of yards and skid trails to access selected trees for harvesting.
Four planning scenarios and three harvest cycles in a forest managed under the RIL system, located on
the Brazilian Amazon, were considered.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area Description

Gênesis-Salém Farm, managed by Grupo Arboris, is located in Dom Eliseu municipality, state
of Pará, Amazon, Brazil (47◦49′6.967′ ′ W and 04◦32′29.352′ ′ S). Forest management is carried out in
Legal Reserve area (481.57 ha), which has no humid areas or streams and is subdivided into seven
work units (WU) (Figure 1). The area was explored from 1988 to 1994 and in 2002.
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2.2. Census Inventory

The forest census included trees with dbh (diameter at breast height, 1.30 m) ≥ 25 cm, and it was
carried out in the second half of 2016, in all WUs (Table 1). Trees’ dbh and commercial heights were
measured. Coordinates, scientific name, family, and qualitative characteristics were also obtained.
The census quantified 37,959 trees from 50 families and 167 species. Trees were classified as “for
harvest” (first harvest) or “remaining” (second and third harvests) according to stem health and quality
information. It resulted in a total of 11,748 trees from 147 species ready for harvest, with an average
tree height of 9.53 m, average dbh of 42.16 cm, total volume of 13970.91 m3, and cutting intensity
of 29 m3 ha−1. The five species with the highest occurrence were Jacaratia spinosa (Aubl.) A.DC.,
Schizolobium parahyba var. amazonicum (Huber ex Ducke) Barneby, Protium tenuifolium (Engl.) Engl.,
Tetragastris altíssima Aubl. Swart., and Schizolobium parahyba (Vell.) Blake.

Table 1. Work units (WU), with their respective areas, number of current yards, number of trees and
volume destined to first and second/third (remaining) harvest(s) on Genesis Farm.

WU Yards Area (ha)
Harvest Remaining

Trees Vol. (m3) Trees Vol. (m3)

01 2 69.8354 1667 2564.74 4335 3596.85
02 3 54.3693 1075 1489.95 2839 2360.38
03 3 86.7383 2214 2238.72 4250 3030.09
04 3 57.2613 1245 1289.21 3615 2958.01
05 1 66.3268 1130 1397.94 3645 2661.48
06 6 81.3609 1708 1853.04 3855 3025.16
07 5 65.6759 2709 3137.30 3248 2474.30

Total 23 481.5682 11748 13970.9 25787 20106.27

2.3. Planning Scenarios

Planning (Figure 2) was based on “for harvest” trees in order to minimize total skid-trail’s distance.
Proposed scenarios were within each WU, allocate trees to existing yards (scenario 1); within each WU,
locate the same amount of existing yards next to existing roads and then allocate trees (scenario 2);
within each WU, relocate the same amount of existing yards and then allocate trees (scenario 3); and
locate 23 yards in the farm, disregarding the current planning (roads and WU) and then allocate trees
(scenario 4). This last scenario represents a planning problem closer to tactical scale.

Yard location and tree-yard allocation of each scenario were carried out with Network Analyst
tool available in ArcGIS® software. This tool is based on Dijkstra algorithm (DA), which traces the
shortest route between two points. The network was configured by connected arcs among facilities
and incident points (trees) considering general and specific restrictions of each scenario (constraints).

Tree-yard allocation in first three scenarios considered WUs’ limits as constraints. The solution of
scenario 4 was generated disregarding the existing planning, locating the same amount of existing
yards, 23, in the farm so that total skid-trails’ distances were minimized. Each feature contained the
tree-yard distances (Table 2).
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Table 2. Setting up the network optimization in the Network Analyst tool.

Scenario Function Facility Incident Constraint

1 Closest facility 23 current yards

HT RT and WUs2
Location-allocation Yards on roadsides

Closest facility 23 yards allocated at roadsides

3
Location-allocation Feasible yards

Closest facility 23 allocated yards

4
Location-allocation Feasible yards

HT RTClosest facility 23 allocated yards

HT, harvest tree; RT, 1.5 * dbh buffer of the remaining trees; WUs, limit of work units.

2.4. Database Preparation

Farm and WUs limits, contours, roads, current yards, and tree points represented the initial
database processed in ArcGIS® software. Sloping areas and close to remaining trees were constrained
to yards’ allocation due to difficult construction and in order to avoid damaging remaining stock,
respectively. Two digital elevation models (DEM) were generated with spatial resolution of 10 m and
20 m. The slope restriction, such as unrestricted site (slope ≤ 15%) and restricted (slope > 15%), were
generated with the 20 m DEM (Figure 3).

A 10 m buffer was generated in the remaining trees. This buffer plus slope restriction resulted
in the final constraint for yard allocation (Figure 4). Each 20 m DEM cell generated a possible yard.
Unrestricted areas to allocate feasible yards of scenarios 3 and 4 were identified by the intersection
between no restricted cells and no restricted slope surfaces (Figure 5). Feasible yards of scenario 2
were generated from roads’ spatial features, considering 20 m distance between them. Connection
between existing roads and allocated yards in scenario 3 was generated with points spaced every 1 m.
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In order to protect stock, an empirical buffer of 1.5 times dbh value of each remaining tree was
created, in addition to the 10 m buffer, as a restriction for tree-yard routes in all scenarios. Arcs
connected with actual distances, considering the slope terrain information and eight possible walking
routes from the center of each cell, were created with the 10 m DEM in model builder, a visual
programing environment available on ArcGIS® software. The processing is shown in Figure 6.
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2.5. Second and Third Harvest Cycles

With yard allocation structure defined in each planning scenario for the first harvest cycle, second
and third harvests were simulated with remaining trees by randomly assigning half of them to each
next harvesting cycles.

2.6. Comparison among Scenarios

Scenarios were compared by descriptive statistics, considering

1. total skid-trail’s distance, in kilometers;
2. number of trees, in percentage, with their distances greater than 342 m from the yard, which is

considered as the optimal extraction distance [18];
3. skid-trails’ and roads’ densities calculated using the formula.

D = dist/area, (1)

where D is the skid-trails’ or roads’ densities; dist is the skid-trails’ or roads’ total distances (km),
area is the total farm area (48,157 ha) [17]; and costs of yards’ opening and skidding, in Dollars (4).
To calculate the total cost, number of yards was multiplied by the cost of opening a yard ($ 37.73 per
yard)). The skidding cost was obtained by total skid-trail’s distance (m) multiplied by the skid cost
(US $ 0.07 per linear meter, unpublished data), considering the Euclidean distance among trees and
their respective yards [23].

3. Results

Yards’ and trails’ optimum distribution for the four scenarios in the first harvest can be visualized
in Figure 7.

Comparing to scenario 1, total skid-trail’s distance reduced 13%, 19%, and 23%, on scenarios 2, 3,
and 4, respectively. Similar reductions were observed when applying these scenarios in second and
third harvests (Table 3).

The number of trees above optimum extraction distance (342 m) decreased from 21.8% to 4.8% on
scenarios 1 to 4, respectively (Table 3). The smallest Euclidean distance of tree extraction in scenarios 2, 3,
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and 4 are better visualized in Figure 8. In general, the largest extraction distance decreased from 887 m
(scenario 1) to 540 m (scenario 4).

Skid-trail’s density was 6.09 km ha−1 for scenario 1, reducing to 13%, 19%, and 23% when
applying scenarios 2, 3, and 4, respectively. Roads’ density also reduced from scenario 1 to 4; however,
roads’ reduction in scenario 3 (13%) was lower than in scenario 2 (19%) (Table 3).

The economic impact of each scenario in the final harvest planning is shown in Table 4. Even with
the opening of new yards in scenarios 2, 3, and 4, there was a reduction in harvest costs about 12%,
19%, and 22%, respectively, when comparing to scenario 1. This significant reduction was obtained by
the decrease of total skidding distance about 700 km from scenarios 1 to 4.Forests 2019, 10, 252 7 of 11 
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Table 3. Scenario evaluation based on skid-trails’ distances, and densities of trails and roads. Numbers
between parentheses indicate the difference in percentage (%) from scenario 1.

Parameters Harvest Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

Total skid-trail’s distance (km)
1st 2934 2555 (87) 2364 (81) 2264 (77)
2nd 3277 2863 (87) 2628 (80) 2557 (78)
3rd 3296 2884 (87) 2668 (81) 2572 (78)

Number of trees (%) with their
distances greater than 342 m

1st 21.8 15.5 (71) 6.8 (31) 4.8 (22)
2nd 25.0 16.2 (65) 6.5 (26) 3.3 (13)
3rd 25.8 17.0 (66) 6.9 (27) 4.6 (18)

Average trail distances (m)
1st 232 215 (93) 201 (86) 193 (83)
2nd 232 216 (93) 205 (88) 196 (84)
3rd 232 217 (94) 207 (89) 196 (85)

CV (%)
1st 46.8 45.4 (97) 42.9 (92) 41.3 (88)
2nd 46.0 44.6 (97) 43.2 (94) 40.9 (89)
3rd 46.7 44.6 (96) 42.6 (91) 40.8 (87)

Skid-trail’s density (km ha−1)
1st 6.09 5.30 (87) 4.91 (81) 4.70 (77)
2nd 6.81 5.94 (87) 5.46 (80) 5.31 (78)
3rd 6.84 5.99 (88) 5.54 (81) 5.34 (78)

Road density (km ha−1) 1st 0.04 0.03 (82) 0.04 (90) 0.02 (59)
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Table 4. Total costs of yards opening and skidding for the four scenarios. Numbers within parentheses
indicate the difference in percentage (%) from scenario 1.

Harvest Total Costs (US$) Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3 Scenario 4

1st
Skidding 205,351 178,828 (87) 165,493 (81) 158,500 (77)

Yards - 868 868 868
Total 205,351 179,695 (88) 166,361 (81) 159,368 (78)

2nd
Skidding 229,418 200,388 (87) 183,930 (80) 179,004 (78)

Yards - - - -
Total 229,418 200,388 (87) 183,930 (80) 179,004 (78)

3rd
Skidding 230,738 201,879 (87) 186,743 (81) 180,021 (78)

Yards - - - -
Total 230,738 201,879 (87) 186,743 (81) 180,021 (78)

4. Discussion

Native wood exploration can improve the development of rural areas and generate important
local and exportation revenues in many countries of South America. Wood extraction and stocking
architecture is one of the main steps of the exploration process due to the elevated costs involved [13].
Equally important, deleterious environmental externalities can also be generated during harvest
as canopy loss, soil disturbances, changes in vegetation composition and structure, hydrological
process impacts, among others [12,24,25]. Good management practices have evolved in tropics,
mainly on certified areas; however, their planning and execution still need to be improved [12,13]
in order to achieve equilibrium between economic and environmental objectives. Dijkstra (DA)
algorithm can improve harvest efficiency and reduce deleterious environmental impacts through
optimal yard-location allocation. Thus, we have tested its efficiency in an RIL managed forest on
Brazilian Amazon, considering four planning scenarios and three harvest cycles.

The gradual distance reduction from scenario 1 to 4, in the three harvests, occurred due to
a change in the number of constraints among scenarios, impacting mainly the most restrictive scenario,
i.e., scenario 1 [15]. Distance reductions, in scenarios 2, 3, and 4, can be considered significant in
determining skid trails to yards [18].

The extraction of trees with distances greater than 342 m from yards can be expensive and aggressive
to environment, making the project unfeasible in some cases [17,26]. As scenario 4 disregarded all existing
planning, horizontal alignment options increased and, consequently, the capacity to improve the network
efficiency [27,28]. This permitted the optimal positioning of yards and, consequently, a greater number
of trees within optimal distance limit (342 m), as well a more homogeneous arrangement of distances
to yards.

Scenario 1 required higher trail and road densities for harvest, which means a greater infrastructure
area with greater potential of environmental damage [12]. Scenario 4, in turn, required a more compact
infrastructure, indicating that the optimization model, at tactical planning scale, promotes reduction
of ecosystem damages caused by harvest operations. Scenario 3 required less total infrastructure
than scenario 2; however, its higher road density may have a greater forest impact due to higher soil
removal [18].

The costs reduction from scenario 1 to 4, in the three harvest cycles, supports that optimized
planning can significantly change the profitability of the company’s harvesting system. Since harvest
cost is also dependent on skid-trails’ distances [27], when using the least restrictive DA algorithm,
it can be expected that if there is an improvement in solutions, these will be expressed at lower harvest
costs [29]. Therefore, if harvest-planning decision-making were based only on Euclidean distance
from trees to yards, the analyzed scenarios would reduce not only environmental damage but also
operational costs in Amazon areas in RIL. In addition, scenario 4 results confirm the economic benefits
of using DA algorithm at operational and tactical scale [28].
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Finally, results of the application of DA algorithm in harvest planning were positive, either in
economic or environmental perspective. However, some concerns need to be addressed—reduced
information regarding harvest costs of companies imposes methodological restrictions; and what
makes it difficult to access economic efficiency of DA algorithm and suggest future researches. It should
be considered that we addressed a real problem in this study and part of the infrastructure was
pre-established. Thus, the optimum solution obtained by scenario 4 may not be possible. However,
the reduction of skid-trails’ distances in scenario 2 allied with its absence of new roads requirement
(in comparison with scenario 3) shows that this is the actual best scenario for the company.

5. Conclusions

DA algorithm has generated more efficient results for the analyzed scenarios compared to the
current planning, reducing skid-trails’ distances, trails’ and roads’ densities, and increasing the number
of trees within ideal extraction distance. This has led to reductions in costs and, possibly, environmental
impacts of the harvest. Scenario 2 best serves the timber harvest management in the area. DA algorithm
use is an alternative for planning management in Amazon forest.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/1999-4907/10/3/252/s1,
Figure S1: Skid trails with the shortest distances defined by the algorithm and following the network configuration
with common tracks for more than one tree.
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